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Press Release 06/2007  
September 4, 2007 

 

 
Setting The Record Straight 
 
“DanceAssen 2007”, The Netherlands 
 
 
The IDSF Presidium notes the World Dance Council (“WDC”) publication of a provocative 
Press Release entitled "Unstoppable Freedom". 
 
The Press Release is a gross distortion of the facts and is highly misleading. 
  
What happened in The Netherlands Court is quite different from what WDC says.    
 
Stichting Dans Internationaal (“SDI”) and Mr. Neil Jones (a DanceSport athlete) sued NADB 
(IDSF’s Member in the Netherlands) in a Court at The Hague.  (SDI is represented by its 
Director Mr. Fred Bijster, who is also a vice-president of WDC.  WDC, not SDI, published the 
Press Release.)  SDI and Jones asked the Court to order NADB to cooperate with SDI re: 
DanceAssen 2007, an SDI competition scheduled for November, 2007, and not to 
communicate certain statements re: the possible consequences of competing there. 
 
At the Court hearing SDI was represented by Mr. Bijster.  Mr. Jones did not appear in Court.   
 
After the hearing, the Court dismissed all of SDI’s and Jones’s claims and ordered both of 
them to pay to NADB the costs of the Court case. 
  
Contrary to WDC’s implication, IDSF has not changed its policies and the IDSF Presidium 
has closely followed our NADB colleagues' careful work in this matter, including their 
complete success in the failed SDI Court case against NADB. 
 
It's time to set the record straight.  Here are the real facts.   
 
SDI refuses to register its competition at Assen in The Netherlands with the IDSF Member 
NADB.  NADB requires only that the SDI would comply with the common, reasonable 
sporting standards and policies that are accepted all over the world in DanceSport and all 
other IOC-recognized sporting bodies in all sports.  NADB board members and several IDSF 
Presidium Members have met repeatedly with Mr. Bijster to ask him to register SDI’s 
competition with NADB.   
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DanceAssen 2007 is just being treated like the other competitions in The Netherlands.  But 
unlike other producers, SDI declines to register DanceAssen 2007 with NADB.  It appears 
that the SDI does not want to take part in the democratic, IOC-recognized DanceSport 
system.   
 
WDC’s claim that there is some indistinct right of "unlimited freedom" to compete in 
DanceSport anywhere under any circumstances, is misleading nonsense. Like any sport and 
group activity, DanceSport can only function with rules and registrations. The fundamental 
law of "Freedom of Association" requires that anyone who refuses to comply with the rules 
of the group’s organization, cannot be part of the group or the group's activity. 
 
It is also misleading for WDC to suggest that foreign couples can compete at Mr. Bijster's 
unregistered competition without any consequences.  Under the IDSF system, any foreign 
couple who wish to compete there must be invited through their IDSF Federation by NADB.  
But like all IDSF Member-Federations, NADB will not invite another IDSF Member-
Federation to send couples to a competition in The Netherlands, if that competition is not 
registered by NADB. 
 
Furthermore, IDSF Couples are strongly advised that if they compete at this competition, 
they may lose their athlete's license in their own IDSF Member Federation, and thus may be 
stopped from competing in any country in the IDSF World Sporting System at the discretion 
of the relevant IDSF Member-Federation.  We believe that any couple who choose to 
compete at Assen may find that many, and perhaps all, doors will close to them.  Dancing 
at any unregistered competition may therefore turn out to be a poor "career choice". 
   
 
 
By Order Of The IDSF Presidium 
 
Marco Sietas 
IDSF General Secretary 


